Committee on Administration of Criminal Justice

Will meet at:  9:30 am       Date: May 14, 2007

Location: Committee Room 6

Remarks:

HB 137   ST. GERMAIN       CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE Provides for the sale of seized property pending forfeiture and disposition of proceeds

HB 186   TRICHE            CRIME Prohibits certain convicted felons from owning, possessing, having custody of, or residing with a dangerous dog

HB 213   JOHNS             CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES Provides for penalties for “doctor shopping” of prescriptions for controlled dangerous substances and Carisoprodol

HB 222   JOHNS             CORRECTIONS Amends prison enterprise provisions regarding the sale of products and services

HB 301   HUTTER            CONTRACTORS Provides for changes to the contractor's licensing law

HB 341   MORRIS            CORR FACILITIES/JAILS Requires the Department of Public Safety and Corrections to reimburse the sheriff or local governing authority for the cost of housing certain persons

HB 423   SMITH, JANE       PROBATION Provides with respect to revocation of probation or parole for a technical violation

HB 462   GREENE            CRIME/BATTERY Amends penalties for the crime of battery on a police officer when injury results from the battery

HB 473   BADON             CORRECTIONS/PRISONERS Provides relative to medical testing of inmates in state prisons

HB 484   TRICHE            GAMING Authorizes the conducting of promotional poker tournaments at specific locations under specified conditions

HB 647   CHANDLER          CORR FACILITIES/JAILS Provides with respect to the authority of correctional officers employed by private correctional facilities